8. (5KENYA
to 16 February & 1 to 15 March 2011)
8.1. Maaisai at the Crossroads

(Linda; Kenya; February 2011)

We take the wrong detour at the messy crossroads of a road under construction. A little
along we encounter this scene.

The old lady steals the show as she looks at herself in a bike's rear view mirror. We sense they
wonder about my gender and I take off my helmet to first disbelief and then enormous
laughter. I reach out to touch the arm of a younger girl and she recoils at the sight of my

What are these Maasai women and children doing? Are they trying to upright this

wrinkly, black glove. Another young girl runs her hands along the shiny black surface of a

overturned truck with skinny pieces of string!

helmet.

We slow down. They stop pulling. We stop our bikes. They stand and stare. Harry is off like a

Harry asks to take these photos. There is no request for money. He shows the photos off to

flash to ask what they are doing. An old lady rushes towards Harry.

great laughter and considered 'approve'ment.

!! We need to satisfy our mutual curiosity !!

We leave each other, a little less curious. Fancy, without a single 'word' of understanding.

Oh my goodness, there is a lot of giggling, pointing and laughing but very little
understanding.
The men only have eyes for our bikes. The women are fascinated by our outfits.
We admire their elaborate shiny jewelry. Just look at it adorn their ears and outline their rich
red and blue clothing. Harry discovers that it is wire that is being stripped from the burnt
remains of the steel belts of the truck tyres. We guess this steel wire will soon be lovely
jewelry.
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This brief half-hour differs very much to our earlier Maasai experiences. We are often
rushed by 'commercial' Maasai with an offer of a photo with them, for money. Each time,
my 'no, thank you' sticks in my throat. I'm very aware of the twist I give the knife in the
wound to their dignity.
The Maasai are revered, by Africans and Europeans alike, for retaining their traditional
lifestyle despite decades of western influence. Their current tourist 'value' can only be
described as a very bitter irony.
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These are Masai we met at the 'shifting sands'
near the archaeological sites at the
Olduvia Gorge in Tanzania. These magnetic 74
lava sands move about 150m in every 10 years.

KENYA
8.2. A Match made at Jungle Junction

(Linda; Kenya; March 2011)

Jungle Junction is an obligatory stop for all 'overlanders'. It's a residential house on a large
plot in the center of Nairobi. And 'overlanders' on motorbikes, 4x4 vehicles and huge
converted trucks stream in and out. It's has no local flavour, but dishes up gigantic portions
of info on visa requirements, road conditions and routes, people to meet and places to go.

The tales wear you down. The South African family lose the passports they send to SA for
Ethiopian visas, the Danish students fly to Addis Ababa to get their Ethiopian visas, the
Dutch couple courier their passports to Harare in vain, the Dutch / Canadian couple have

We set off from Jungle Junction on Friday, with Angela (an
inspiration a lady who has travelled solo across some of the
most remote places on earth on her motorcycle), Eves (the

their passports confiscated in London, the Estonian couple swear no shock-absorber is

young Swiss returning home after a year working in the

Marsabit-proof, the Australian businessmen fly in to complete their trip interrupted by a

archives section of a Moravian Mission in Tanzania) and

The owner is a good mechanic with a complete workshop. There is a kitchen, a lounge and a

broken leg on the Marsabit stretch, the tall Swiss only recommends we truck our bikes

Larry and Sharon (the 'breath of fresh air' biking couple

dining room fitted out comfortably and used communally. There is a good reliable internet

across, the Swedish Viking barely raises his head from his extensive motorbike repairs and

from Grahamnstown). We do Isioli to Moyale in 3 days,

connection, a notice board with a pro-forma letter from each embassy for any eventuality

will never clear his nails of grease.

needs. You are a fool not to do time here!

excluding the rest day at Marsabit. The road lives up to its
reputation; endless corrugations, round volcanic rocks,

and always somebody with the very latest version of photo-shop to meet all bureaucratic
We move from our tent to a room to lighten our spirits.

sandy surprises and deep muddy ruts. We stop with
German precision every 20 km (thank you Angela) to rest

This is our second stay. The first time, with Michnus & Elsebie, we awaited our new bike
shock-absorbers. This second time, they are still in Uganda, and we await our visas, and
repair bikes, to enter Ethiopia.
There are effectively two streams of 'overlanders' passing through the Jungle Junction,
those moving southwards and those going northwards (like us, towards Ethiopia, Sudan &
Egypt).

We turn our attention to those 'overlanders' moving northwards. We need to buckle down
and to pull together a formidable line-up. Is it the speedy young Americans, the solid Greek /
German couple in the 10 ton M-A-N truck (complete with washing machine), the seasoned
solo-lady 'overlander' from Germany with a flair for networking, the German round-theworld biker couple on their final stretch home, the SA biking couple from Grahamnstown
expected any day (I kid you not!), or the young Swiss who speaks perfect Swahili?

First, we gravitate towards those coming from the north. They bring tales of where we are
heading; heaven help us - the relentlessly-changing visa requirements, the ever-escalating

But it's not in our hands. We are hardly aware of the swirling, and the shaking and the sifting.
It's a seamless filtering process, a series of sieves with coarse and fine grades that spit out
likes with likes. Ethiopian visas materialise, bike repairs synchronise, travelling

dangers of the infamous 'road to hell' from Isioli via Marsabit to Moyale at the Ethiopian

temperaments and styles crystallise and we rise, to face the uncertain surface of the

border, and the forever-rumbling rainy season nipping at our heels.

Marsabit road, together.

ourselves and cool down our shock-absorbers. We arrive
thankfully in Moyale with bikes in good nick and bodies in
fine fettle.
Asante Sana! Angela! Larry! Sharon! Eves!
Here follow some photos of our 'motley' crew on this 'wee'
odyssey.

And it's an 'absolutely fabulous' match made at the Jungle Junction.
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The Dutch-Canadian couple.

The Greek- German couple leave in
their huge MAN truck.

The young Americans.

Angela, a certain new friend,
has biked SOLO in many of the
most remote places in the world.

The 'almost-around-the-world in
3, 5 years' German couple.

Harry & Angela man-handling bikes
at Archers Post.

Young men at Archers Post.

People at the village of Maralal.

Along the road .... see the nomad huts
(and a white strip of goats) in the distance.

The networking begins ...

More along the road ...

Eves, the young Swiss,
on a Honda 200cc joins
us on the Marsabit leg
of our trip.
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Feeling 'right at home' with Larry and Sharon
from nearby Grahamnstown, SA.

At Archers Post, the beginning of
the road to Marsabit and Moyale.

Bother!
One of the few times my bike went on strike!
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People we met along the road ...

At last! We reach the busy town of Moyale,
at the Ethiopian border.
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We overnight at the tiny village of Turbi
- in rooms at the Women's Silent Lodge.

A nomad's home in Turbi.

Early morning at Turbi.

The best-ever tasting plate of food at Moyale.

Angela, Sharon & I gratefully kiss the tar road 'hallo' at Moyale.
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KENYA
8.3. Marsabit and the Singing Wells

(Linda; Kenya; March 2011)

We arrive at the JeyJey Centre ('for accommodation and meals') in Marsabit at 19h00, after
about 9 hours on the road. It's a square, unpainted building on a grubby plot in a grubby
town center. It's grim, to say the least, until we pass through the small doorway to a warm,

All the while, women chat quietly in groups. They wait patiently to fill their buckets and then
to water, load and lead away their donkeys. At each well each group waits their turn and the
best part of the morning passes. It feels biblical. Then, as the women leave, long lines of

cozy courtyard with crazy paradoxical murals. Mr. Jey-Jey Fallana welcomes us and shows

cattle appear over the rise. They pound, in single file, the dusty path to the wells. We

us around. He makes no apologies for the lack of running water and waterborne sewerage

become aware of an increased singing-tempo and an upsurge in the bucket-passing speed

(they are in the midst of a 2 year drought) or the lack of beer (he finds beer drenched

of the 'singing well' men and, of course, a swelling of pond-water levels. These cattle are

conversation annoying). We wash with warm water from basins, eat well and sip masala tea.

only brought to drink ever second day and they are gaunt from thirst. The men easily rise to

We decide on a day of rest in Marsabit. Jey-Jey suggests we call on Duba to accompany us to

pitch. It leaves us exhausted …..

The grim looking front of the Jey Jey Centre.

But the cosy
courtyard inside.

Mr. Jey Jey Fallana. 'If you meet
a wise man you should take
a picture of him'.

The 'walk for water' begins in the village.

the occasion for their cattle, their most prized possessions. It all almost reaches a feverish
the 'singing wells'.
Our guide, Duba explains that each well serves a clan or group of families. The founding
We leave for the 'singing wells' mid-morning, feeling lazy and relaxed, with no expectations.
Soon we realise we are 'walking the walk', an age-old daily walk for water. Yellow water
containers balance on the heads of girls, hang from the bicycle seats of boys and straddle
the backs of donkeys led by women. We follow and wide village streets converge to a single
dusty pathway up the nearby mountain and down to the valley below.
There, we find 9 wells. Huge cement surrounds mark peep holes to the water table below.
Men strip, climb down the sides and place themselves, at full arm-lengths, apart. A slow
chant begins and its rhythm magically guides a bucket full of water up the ladder and an
empty bucket back down again. Water splashes into a smooth round pond and trickles into a

fathers of the wells make this water available, free of charge, to kin that abide by a rigid set
of rules. It is clearly a fragile and complex set of relationships developed and refined over
generations. The men-pulling-the-wells and their supervisors, the ladies-in-waiting and
their supervisors, the food preparations for the 'singing well' men, the donkey care-givers,
the cattle-drivers, the clan-leaders, the well-guards. It's the food preparations for the
'singing well' men, the validation of clan members, maintenance demands of the well and
the management of visiting tourists. An interesting case-study methinks.

The men open up the wells. This is one
of 9 wells in the immediate area.

The women remove the empty containers
from their donkeys.

These photos try to capture this special experience caught in time.

furrow that makes a gentle loop around women and donkeys with empty containers. It
mesmerizes. The male voices working the well are crystal clear. It's a call and a chorus with a
working pulse. Around us the distant voices from the surrounding wells rise, build and swell.
It gobbles us up …..
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The women wait ...

The donkeys wait ...
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The men start to sing and
fill the pond above with the
water from the well below.

The women leave with containers
heavy with water.

The thirsty cattle start arriving and
the 'singing and water hauling' pace of the
men at the well swells.
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Women and donkeys begin the
journey back home.

A funny picture of Harry & I with Duba at the edge of a crater at Marsabit.
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